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pelchat and birch refer to the process of learning to like a new food as flavor conditioning. theres a neurochemical that provides
one of the motivators for this process, called acetylcholine, which lies at the base of the taste buds. its responsible for telling us,
smell versus taste. when we have that receptor in our mouth, the senses associated with smell are inactivated. the result is that
we become hypnotized, almost, by the tastes (especially the sweet taste). our brains think its a still, and so we concentrate on

that taste for an extended period of time. pelchat and birch say, the way our brains react when we taste something new is like a
doctor listening to a patient: the brain doesnt know what its hearing, or how new or familiar that sounds are. the brain cant know
whether its registering the sound because its familiar or because its new. ultimately, its the brain, as well as our cholinesterase
levels and memory, that determines whether the brain gets comfortable enough with a food to like it. warm up the palate with a
tasty beverage, like an icy-cold coke, or a cold dark ale or beer. palatability is important. (also, you might want to cool down the

brain a bit first, as there can be an initial discomfort with some foods, especially raw foods. make the food more appealing by
adding fruit and vegetable purees (using a blender or food processor), or by simply adding fresh fruit or vegetables to an existing
dish, like tuna salad. (pelchat and birch say that we might have to be careful with the amount of raw vegetables we add to a dish,

however, in order to maximize flavor, without overwhelming the food)
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while they eat mostly the same foods as most americans, the blue zones also make some tweaks to the diet. in ikaria, breakfast
is a big meal. people have a light breakfast of fruit, a small amount of bread with olive oil, or yogurt. the rest of the day is a big

meal. they start off their day with a full breakfast, usually a big plate of olive oil-drizzled white bread with some cheese and
tomato. then they have a very large meal with plenty of fish. this is followed by another huge meal with more fish, or, if they feel

too tired, some eggs, cheese, or yogurt. people in the other blue zones have a similar eating pattern. the only difference is in
timing: while in ikaria people eat dinner first and go to sleep, the people of the other three blue zones eat a light dinner and then
have a snack before going to sleep. on the blue zones diet: eating a nutrient-dense diet that includes plenty of fruits, vegetables,

whole grains, and beans, and avoiding processed foods and sugar is great, but it doesnt take away all the fun. the real key to
longevity is the weekly, often daily, socialization and laughter, and the connections and healthy relationships that people in blue

zones make. these people arent isolated, they arent depressed, and theyre not lonely. theyre happy, and as a result they live
happy lives. these are the recipes for success that you can learn to make from the blue zones diet. each recipe delivers what it
promises, with time-tested ingredients and recipes that make people feel like they arent just eating: they are actually making
their meals. the first step is education. what is healthy food? for example, carrots have a high glycemic index score, meaning

they break down quickly into glucose and leave you hungry for more. low glycemic index foods like apples are filled with fiber and
nutrients. of course, you want to eat a diet rich in fruits and vegetables, but a low-fat diet will not provide enough fiber. a healthy
diet should be rich in fiber. it may even include a bit of fat, but in the right type of fat, the omega-3 kind. eating a diet rich in fiber

and omega-3s will make you feel full and satisfied. 5ec8ef588b
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